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“Cappuccino Twirl” Bracelet
As seen in the Rings & Things 2006 Super Supplement

Created by: Mary Morton

Suggested Materials:
Qty. Stock Name
8 #20-693-07-011 Wire-hole pearls, white
9” #64-912 Sterling silver Israeli wire
6 coils #61-647-3-A Remembrance™ memory wire
34 #24-998-04 Gold-filled SmartBeads
2 #41-280 Cone ends, gold-plated
16 #05-704-2-01 Rhinestone crystal wheels, yellow

Tools:  Heavy duty wire cutters such as product #65-507
Glue

To make this design:

1.  To make your sterling wire “beads,” cut two pieces of coiled wire approx. 2.5” long.  Cut seven more pieces approx. 0.5” long.

2.  Using your heavy-duty wire cutters, cut your memory wire so you have six coils, making sure that the ends are approx. 1” from
each other when the wire sits in it’s natural coiled shape.
TIP:  Do not use regular jeweler cutters on memory wire. This wire is tough and will ruin most jewelry cutters.

3.  Beginning at either end, slide one gold SmartBead and one sterling coil bead onto the wire, followed by one more gold SmartBead.
Bring these beads all the way to the end of your wire, leaving just enough room for a cone end. Add glue and your cone end onto the
wire.

4.  You will now want to slide beads on from the opposite end of the wire.
TIP:  Don’t worry about spacing these sections of beads correctly- you can come back to spacing after you’ve completed adding all of
your beads to the memory wire.  SmartBeads have a special Bead Positioning System™ that includes a “gripping” substance inside the
bead. This allows the bead to hold firmly in one place, or be moved along your wire or cord.

5.  Add bead sections to the memory wire, in the following pattern:
-One gold SmartBead, one rhinestone wheel, one pearl, one wheel and one more gold SmartBead.
-One gold SmartBead, one short coil, one more gold SmartBead.    

6.  Continue adding bead sections by alternating between the two patterns above until you have eight pearl sections, and seven short
coil sections along the coils of your memory wire.

7.  Add one final SmartBead, your second long coiled-wire bead and a final SmartBead. Finish by gluing on your final cone end.  


